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Keshet AT Ltd. is a young, innovative Israeli company dedicated to bringing innovative 
improvements to everyday life. Harnessing Israel’s unparalleled entrepreneurial spirit and 
know how, Keshet AT Ltd. brings products to market that bring comfort & relief. 

Some of Deburns benefits are:
 Fast-acting pain relief
 Helps cool and soothe the skin
 Helps protect from infections
 Starts working almost immediately
 Won’t leave the skin feeling tacky
 Easy-to-apply
 Fast-drying
 Doesn’t trap heat in
 Enhanced with skin nourishing Aloe Vera

Deburn is a spray that can help stop burning pain from a light burn or any 
heat source including sunburns.  It can provide fast-acting and soothing 
pain relief from these minor burns. Beyond relieving pain, DEBURN’s 
cooling effect penetrates deep into the skin and helps prevent the 
formation of blisters, which, in turn, helps to prevent ugly scars.
It instantly forms an Infecta-Shield™, a celluloid coat that can prevent 
contamination and infections. Unlike burn pads that are extremely painful 
to remove for further treatment,
Infecta-Shield™ is water soluble – it washes right off, and is completely 
pain free!! DEBURN penetrates the damaged skin, helps promote healing 
and helps prevent the formation of boils, fending off future scarring.
Deburn spray is unlike many first-aid burn products, since it won’t interact 
negatively with any burn treatments typically administered by health 
professionals.
Debleed is formulated with natural eco-friendly ingredients and it is not 
affected by moisture, which is very important for places with high humidity.

DEBURN

The convenient spray is easy to carry in 
a pocket, purse or first aid kit. It can be 
carried on airplanesas well.

Application: 
Shake well before use. 
Apply liberally to the 
affected area.

Cool and relieves pain instantly | Protects from infections 
and scarrig | Effective on all types of burn | All Natural, 
no steroids.

Deburn provides relief from:

Distilled water, 
E406, E415, Dead 
Sea minerals, Ures, 
Organic Tea Tree Oil. 
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